Dear Parents/Carers,
Welcome to the start of the Summer Term! We hope
you have all had a lovely rest over the Easter break
and have spent lots of time with your immediate family
eating lots of Easter treats. It has been great to see all
the children engaged with our online classroom
Seesaw and we are loving all the amazing work and
smiling faces in the pictures and videos that have been
sent in. The quality of work that has been produced
has been fantastic! We are so proud of every single
child who is continuing to work hard. Well done and
thank you parents for your amazing hard work and
continued support.
Keep safe,
Miss Cornell, Miss Jackson and Miss Gorrod

OUR DRIVING
QUESTION:

How important is the migration and life
cycle of the butterfly?

AS WRITERS we will be reading a
beautiful poetry book about
nature called ‘The Lost Words.’
We will be writing poems and
stories about butterflies.

AS MATHEMATICIANS we will be
continuing our work with shape,
moving on to 3D shapes, and
then we will be starting to learn
how to tell the time.

AS HUMANITARIANS we will be
learning about the life cycle of
different animals in nature with a
focus on butterflies and their
migration habits.

AS COMPUTER SCIENTISTS we will
be exploring photography and
learning how to take amazing
photographs.

AS ARTISTS we will explore shade
and tone, sketching pictures of
wildlife found in nature.

AS SCIENTISTS we will be learning
about animals and their habitats
and also look into animal food
chains.

AS CITIZENS (PSHE/RE) in RE, we
will be learning about Hinduism
and how they pray. In PSHE, we
will be learning about our
relationships with our families and
friends.

AS MUSICIANS we will be
working on our pitching and
sense of melody as we learn to
sing our nature based song
“There’s a hole at the bottom of
the sea.”

AS SPORT STARS we will be adding some athletics to our virtual P.E
lessons, from sprinting to throwing to various types of jumping. Mixing
this all up with fitness, yoga and dance activities to keep us healthy
and strong!

THINGS TO REMEMBER
If you have any queries or
questions in regards to online
learning please do get in touch
with your child’s class teacher.
We are only too happy to help
and no question is too silly.
jcornell@atlantic-aspirations.org
jjackson@atlantic-aspirations.org

